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COMPANIES often find themselves at odds
over the right approach to meet

the continuing challenge of securing their networks. The
debate over in-house management vs. outsourcing some or
all of their computer security continues with strong argu-
ments for both avenues. Typically, these arguments come
from different camps — one that includes those responsible
for the fiscal health of the organization, and the
other that includes people responsible for the
security itself.

BUSINESS CHALLENGES

As with any enterprise, decisions
affecting the bottom line must be
based on sound fiscal input.
Organizations consider such things
as risk, threat, vulnerabilities, and
the effect on earnings per share or
the return on investment. Support
activities essential to a company’s oper-
ation do not directly increase revenue.
Security falls into this category, whether it is
personal security, physical security or computer
security. Security in any form is a loss-prevention measure.
No one doubts that the loss potential is too great to ignore,
and most often, the prevention is far less expensive than the
cost of recovery. Such is the case with computer security.

Recent estimates from Computer Economics place the
virus damage to U.S. corporations last year at $13.2 billion.
This does not include the damage resulting from the constant
barrage of unauthorized outsiders trying to get into a company’s
network for whatever reason — curiosity, mischievousness or
outright maliciousness. Recently released Carnegie Mellon
CERT statistics for 2001 show a 142 percent increase in

reported incidents over 2000, an upward trend that has grown
well over 100 percent for each of the past several years. If
anything, the problem is understated. A recent study spon-
sored by the FBI’s Computer Intrusion Squad and the
Computer Security Institute indicates that while a vast major-
ity (90 percent) of American businesses have suffered
computer security breaches in the past year, only 34 percent

reported it to authorities. Many companies are
reluctant to report cybercrime because they

fear the negative publicity could irreparably
damage their relationships with cus-

tomers, stockholders, business partners,
and other key stakeholders.

The newest threat, and the one
that caused the most damage last
year, is the “blended threat,” some-
times referred to as evolving,
mixed, integrated or complex

threats. These emerged last year in
the form of malicious code such as the

Code Red, Code Red II and Nimda
worms. The term “blended threat”

describes these worms because their attack
methodology has multiple built-in propagation

methods. Unlike past viruses, where you needed only one
cure for each newly identified threat, a single, specific
defense is unlikely to succeed against these new attacks.

The trend is not only growth in numbers and variety of
threats, but also in expanded ability to do damage. Nimda, for
example, had four or five methods of propagation. Future
blended threats are expected to incorporate as many as 10 to
20 methods of propagation. This trend makes defense more
difficult, and promises to pollute networks to a far greater
degree than the online community has seen to date. Today’s
threat environment is analogous to the carnival game
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Security Services

The decision on whether to seek outside help may not be easy. In fact, in today’s high-threat
environment, there are strong arguments for both in-house management and outsourced

security management. To find the right approach for your company, it is necessary to consider all
viable options.
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“Whack-a-Mole.” No sooner is a threat
nullified than another threat emerges —
only the threat becomes more complex
and sophisticated.

Combating this increasing level of threat
sophistication requires a comparable
response. Information protection is becom-
ing harder, not easier, and the complexity
continues to grow. While there is no silver
bullet, a bevy of experts, dedicated and
committed to this ongoing struggle and
backed by an extensive research and devel-
opment organization, offers strong potential
for successful defense. The question again
is, whose experts should be used — those
within the company or those from outside
the company? Organizations must ask
themselves which is the most cost-effective
for them.

A company’s size will often influence the
choice. Smaller organizations usually have
small security staffs that cope with the myriad
duties associated with managing the organi-
zation’s security. They are so busy that they
sometimes purchase helpful tools but do not
have the time to implement or employ them.
The best security tools in the world cannot
help a company if they end up becoming
“shelfware.” Furthermore, security personnel
in small companies typically are not
equipped to manage and monitor their
network systems around the clock, nor do
they have the skills to detect and respond to
events occurring on their network. In these
situations, the choice is easy: get help!

In contrast, larger enterprises frequently
have their own network operations centers
that operate on a 24x7 basis, include a sizeable
cadre of security personnel, and perform
their own security management functions.
Here the choice becomes more complex,
because decision makers must answer a
wider range of questions: How much secu-
rity is enough? Does my staff have the right
skills and the right numbers to meet my
requirements? Can I afford to do it all or
should I outsource some or all of my security?
Can I trust someone else to look after my
systems security?

Like any other decision, information pro-
tection is a business decision. And, like any
other decision, careful deliberation is essential
to ensure that the security of the company’s
network systems is not only maintained, but
is maintained cost effectively.

The longstanding approach to security is
to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of the information residing on the

company’s computer systems. When existing
security policies and procedures fail to do
this, the consequences can be far reaching.

Costs to recover from successful hacks or
virus attacks are widely reported. Annual sur-
veys report the impact of these events in sev-
eral categories, including loss of proprietary
information, loss of productivity and financial
fraud. While you can measure the financial
impact of some of these categories with rela-
tive ease, you cannot measure other areas.
The impact of lost credibility, trustworthiness
and customer confidence are more difficult to
quantify yet may have a greater impact on a
company’s future than its tangible losses.

Unless a company can show that it has
employed every reasonable measure of
protection, it can be vulnerable to a number
of actions that would have a deleterious
effect on its financial well being.
Furthermore, corporate executives can be
held personally liable for their decisions
concerning information security. Even if
corporate leaders are not personally liable,
incidents costing great sums of money can
have dire consequences for their careers.

The growing trend for online consumer
purchases will increase the visibility of the
security issue. Online shoppers spent $13.8
billion during November and December
2001, according to a report from Goldman
Sachs, Harris Interactive and Nielsen/
NetRatings. This figure was up 15 percent
from the same period in the previous year.
E-commerce entities must take on the
fiduciary responsibility for protecting not
only their own information, but that of their
customers, as well.

So, what are the choices for managing
information security? Generally, a company
has four choices. It can:

● use internal resources to provide its
own security 

● establish a relationship with a trusted
partner (could be a larger parent or
child company) 

● use a managed security service
provider (MSSP) 

● implement some combination of
the three

RISK MANAGEMENT

Security is a business decision based on
risk management. A comprehensive risk
management assessment uncovers system
vulnerabilities, identifies threats to the
computing environment, evaluates the likeli-
hood of occurrence, and determines the costs
necessary to secure the enterprise. When
completed, the risk assessment would answer
the question, “How much security is
enough?” The company can use the assess-
ment as the foundation for a roadmap to a
comprehensive security program, distinguish-
ing those activities they can or should do in-
house from those that they should outsource.

For small to mid-size companies, there
are generally few arguments against out-
sourcing at least some of their computer
security and many arguments in favor.
Decision drivers for most companies in
these categories include costs, resource
availability, resource scalability, and the
capability for incidence response.
Infrastructure costs for setting up an effec-
tive 24x7 operation (even one limited to
device management and monitoring) could
far exceed the cost of outsourcing the effort
to a full-service vendor.

Larger companies, especially those that
operate their own 24x7 network operations
centers, have a different set of problems.
Infrastructure costs would be minimal in
this circumstance, and scalability should not
be an issue. However, other costs, resource
availability, and incidence response capability
may deserve greater consideration. As the
size of the networked computing environment
increases, so does complexity. Higher-level
security tasks, such as security architecture
design, configuration control, etc., become
more time consuming and often require the
same resources as those intended to perform
security device management and monitoring.
This is especially true in rapidly growing or
expanding companies. Incident response
calls for the intense reaction by a highly
skilled security resource. Maintaining these
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resources for what is an unpredictable uti-
lization level is difficult, at best.

BUSINESS DECISIONS

Finding, maintaining and retaining the
right information security professionals can
challenge even the best HR departments.
Trained security personnel are not available
to meet current industry demands.
Therefore, the company must train new
hires in security and then acclimate them to
the specific company’s environment. In addi-
tion, the ever-evolving nature of computer
security dictates the need for a continuing
training and upgrade program to keep
employees current. Otherwise, they will
quickly become out of date and out of touch
with the threats facing them.

A company that has groomed employees to
handle the organization’s security-related
activities faces the likelihood of losing those
resources to competitors or to another organi-
zation that has similar requirements but wants
to ramp up quickly. The high turnover rate for
security personnel drives up salaries and
increases costs associated with recruiting,
training and retaining frequent replacements.
Depending upon their willingness to pay
higher salaries, some companies might find
themselves in an endless training cycle —
never developing the degree of internal
experience necessary to carry out critical
information protection functions.

Much of the impetus behind enhanced
security today is the result of increasing reg-
ulatory pressures, especially those industries
involved with business-to-business, busi-
ness to consumer, health care, and finance.
Companies must meet established and
developing standards to conduct business
online, not just to comply with laws and
regulations, but also to have e-commerce
credibility and viability. Auditors have
established minimums that companies must
meet in terms of firewall and intrusion
detection protection. Compliance with such
a wide array of mandates can be an onerous
task. On the other hand, outside information
security consulting, which may or may not
lead to the use of an MSSP, could help

ensure an organization fulfills its responsi-
bility in complying with these requirements.

In the rush to meet these requirements and
regulations, companies that need 24x7 secu-
rity protection but lack the necessary existing
infrastructure may find value in the use of an
MSSP — at least for the short term. For the
security director looking to build internally,
the budget process can be akin to running a
gauntlet. The trend among companies today
is to reduce capital investment in favor of
operational expenses. In addition to reducing
capital investment, companies are trying to
operate within employee ceilings and, where
possible, reduce headcount. The cost of own-
ing the entire security operation includes not
only security software and hardware products
but also timely research and incident response
and recovery capabilities, which are resource-
intensive and require more experience than is
usually available. The company can mitigate
the costs and risks associated with establish-
ing a full-service security operation through
the use of a trusted security partner.

Not only can this approach reduce the
entry cost, but it can also drastically shorten
the time to value. Bringing in a partner
whose core business is managing informa-
tion security can turn this initial foray into a
quick and easy two-step process: security
software implementation and resource
application against the needs of the company-
both performed by the MSSP. Thus, an
effort that could normally take months to
accomplish can be finished in a few weeks.

Concurrent with using an MSSP, a com-
pany can continue to evaluate the prospect
of managing its security organically.
Studying the MSSP operation over the
course of time will provide a great deal of
raw and processed data for this evaluation.
If the final decision is, indeed, to conduct
the security operation in house, little to
nothing has been lost in the use of an MSSP,
but the company has gained much benefit.
The company will have had the experience
of an otherwise very difficult learning curve
in the course of normal operation.

On the other hand, there is much to lose if
a company elects to perform an in-house
operation at the outset, and, after making the

investment necessary to carry out the task,
decides it prefers to outsource the effort.
While backing out of such a commitment is
not impossible, it is understandably costly
and can be traumatic for those involved.

Even when considering the costs and
other efficiencies, some organizations
grapple with issues of trustworthiness. Can
information protection be safely out-
sourced? The categorical characterization
that no one outside the company should be
trusted with its data is unfounded. While not
all MSSPs provide the same level of secu-
rity for their clients’ data, there are many
who can provide greater protection than the
client could for its own information. In
keeping with other professions, accounting
and auditing for example, a publicly traded
vendor that offers managed security services
is answerable not just to its clients but also
to shareholders and the public at large.
The social networking conducted through
various information technology associa-
tions offers many opportunities for managed
security service clients to voice opinions
among counterparts on an MSSP’s compe-
tency, reliability and integrity. Vendors know
they must provide services at a level that will
enhance, not degrade, their reputations.

The decision on whether to seek outside
help may not be easy. In today’s high-threat
environment, it is necessary to consider all
viable options, and it does not hurt to get help
from seasoned security professionals. With
vulnerabilities outpacing fixes, “cookie
cutter” approaches to managing information
security are not likely to work. Additionally,
“one size fits all” approaches assume com-
mon topologies and similar business goals,
which is never the case. Careful consideration
of all avenues will ensure the best possible
outcome for the organization.  

Jim McLendon is vice president of Global
Business Development for Symantec Security
Services, with more than 39 years of experience
in information security and information opera-
tions. Combining his government and industry
experience, he has spent more than 40 years in
key leadership and management positions.
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